Recent hacker attacks on Equifax, Yahoo, Whole Foods and even the IRS make it clear: It’s a challenge to keep your data private and secure in the Internet age. While there’s no way to be absolutely safe, there are things you can do to protect yourself from someone trying to hack your electronic devices. Let’s discuss that first. Then I’ll describe what we’re doing at LNWM to keep your personal information safe and secure.

**WHAT YOU CAN DO**

- **Treat email with suspicion.** Hackers have gotten very, very good at sending emails that look legitimate, as if they’re from a friend, relative or trusted institution. This is why all email is now suspicious, especially if the email contains a link and/or attachment.

- **Do not automatically click on links or download attachments.** Both of these “add-ons” are common ways to get at your device. Clicking on a malicious link doesn’t set off alarm bells. You may think: “Oh, that’s just an error message,” or “wrong website.” What may not be apparent is that the website you were on for less than a second goes on to quietly capture your browser data as you surf the web, including any passwords or log-in information stored on your browser!

- **“Hover to Discover” malicious links.** If you get an email that includes a link, ALWAYS hover over the link with your mouse. If you do that, the website address for the link will appear, usually near the link or on the left bottom of your screen. If you do not recognize the web address shown, or if it seems suspicious to you, do NOT click on the link.

- **Put some effort into creating strong passwords.** If not, you’re making it much easier for hackers to figure out your password and gain remote access to your computer and browsing history. Consider this: Internet-security experts estimate that adding just 1 capital letter and 1 asterisk to an 8-character password could increase the time required to figure out the password to a daunting 14 years, from a quick 52 seconds!

A strong password has a mix of upper and lower case letters, numbers and punctuation. It should be at least 8 characters long and preferably 10 or 12. Be sure you don’t use names, birthdates or just one word that can be found in dictionaries.
• **Vary your passwords.** If hackers access any one of your passwords, they rush to try it on all major financial websites to see if one of your accounts turn up. It’s especially important that the password for your main email account is different from your online financial accounts.

• **Start using "multi-factor authentication."** LNWM's client portal and many other websites now allow for a two-step sign-in process. In addition to providing a password, you are asked to confirm your identity each time you log in by answering a personal question or a randomly generated number that is texted to your phone. Multi-factor authentication is much harder to hack, and we encourage our clients to add this feature not only for the LNWM portal but on all important websites they use.

• **Be wary of “free public Wi-Fi.”** Before logging in via a public network at a hotel, airport or coffee shop, STOP to think: Am I working on something that is OK for everyone around me to see? While traveling, you might want to bring a device just for Internet access, with no sensitive information on it.

• **Protect your electronic devices.** If you bought your device after 2010, the software should automatically update itself. All you need to do is (1) update your anti-virus by buying the latest version; (2) do not change the default settings for your computer’s firewall and for its automatic updating. It’s also safer to turn your computer off when you’re not using it and to periodically change the password for your home Wi-Fi network.

---

**HACKED?**

1. **Close that email account**
   
   If you can, immediately close the hacked email account. If you need to keep that email address, change the password immediately using a computer that hasn’t been compromised.

2. **Update financial account access**
   
   Go to a safe machine and change the passwords on all your financial accounts. Consider asking the three major credit bureaus to add an "Initial Fraud Alert" to your credit record. This would require extra identity verification for 90 days, in case someone tries to apply for loans or credit cards under your name.

3. **Clean the compromised computer**
   
   Take your machine to a service center, such as Best Buy’s Geek Squad, to be scanned for viruses. Even better, have the hard drive wiped clean and the software reinstalled. If you’re using a cloud service like Microsoft’s Office 365 or Apple’s iCloud, pictures and email should already be saved online so you won’t lose important records.

4. **Check your email settings**

   Look for unexpected “Rules” and “Forward” settings on your email account. Hackers often set up rules to forward emails from financial institutions to email accounts they control.

5. **Notify your contacts**

   Tell the people on your contact list that your computer was compromised. Hackers often try to scam your contacts.
WHAT LNWM IS DOING

How do we go about keeping your personal information private and secure at LNWM? We use a three-pronged approach: (1) layers of security; (2) ongoing employee training; and (3) constant vigilance.

- **Layers of Security:** The basis of most security strategies, including ours, is layering. You can think of the various security measures that we use the same way you think about safeguarding a house:
  - **Internet-based security tools** – These are the equivalent of tall fences and security guards on the outside, working to keep hackers from ever reaching the LNWM network.
  - **Network “firewalls”** – these are like dead bolts on all of LNWM’s external network doors to keep hackers out.
  - **Internal network monitoring** – our alarm system in place in case of break-in.
  - **Controls on access to information** – the equivalent of a hard-to-access safe.
  - **Tracking and logging of network activity** – akin to security cameras, helping us identify who is doing what inside the LNWM network.

- **Employee Training:** Despite all the layers of security, networks (including ours) remain vulnerable to an employee unintentionally opening the door to the equivalent of a smooth-talking conman. Hackers call this “spear phishing,” and it usually starts with a message to employees’ work emails, tempting them to click on a link or open a file. If anyone falls for the bait, presto! The hacker can waltz in through the network’s back door.

  Fighting phishing requires ongoing vigilance by everyone. This is why all LNWM employees are trained to look out for suspicious emails, especially ones that make a financial request or have links and attachments. We have annual security training plus periodic data security briefings. What if an employee is duped by hackers? We have in place strong containment measures: the equivalent of the alarm system, safe, and security cameras described earlier.

- **Constant Vigilance:** To protect against new threats, we get alerts about newly discovered vulnerabilities and update our systems accordingly.

**What about the Cloud?** Most major businesses, including LNWM, now use web-based services, aka “cloud computing.” This is just a catchy name for data storage and processing on computers that someone else owns. By closely monitoring our cloud providers and using the latest security protocols to access the cloud, we’re able to mitigate the risks. Also, since cloud computing has become commonplace (Seattle’s Amazon.com and Microsoft are two of the biggest cloud-service providers), the IT industry is devoting huge resources to address cloud safety and security issues.
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